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Sexual harassment policy provides formal guidelines
By J.M. Andermatt
Assistant news editor
and Herb Muktarian
Daily staff writer
A sexual harassment incident
can happen to any person at any
given time.
To combat the problem, SJSU established a policy that provides students, faculty and employees with a
procedure to report the problem in a
confidential manner. But they don’t
always know what action they can
take.

Executive Order Policy 345,
"Prohibition of Sexual Harassment,"
provides SJSU students and personnel with formal guidelines in dealing
with sexual harassment complaints.
Either
St.
Saffold,
SJSU
ombudsman, or Selma Burkom, associate dean of faculty affairs, receives
sexual harassment complaints.
The California State University
system required the universities to
establish a formalized procedure.
"The goal of the policy is to attempt to resolve ( the problem) if at

all possible," said Burkom. "The policy was put into effect because the
CSU system at large had issued an
executive order, and it came out
under Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
name," Burkom said.
It was legally necessary for the
campus to have a policy, Burkom
said. The campus also needs to do
what the state says in regards to sexual harassment complaints.
Other campuses, such as the University of California at Berkeley,

SJSU enriches
Olinder school

have passed faculty senate orders
that prohibit relations with students.
The goal of the CSU policy is to
prevent sexual harassment and to
protect as many people as possible. It
is also meant to protect alleged sexual harassers, Burkom said.
But what exactly constitutes sexual harassment?
Executive Order 345 states:
"Sexual harassment includes such
behavior as sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other

verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature directed towards an employee, student, or applicant when
one or more of the following circumstances are present:
Submission to or toleration of the
conduct is an explicit or implicit term
or condition of appointment, employment, admission or academic evaluation;
Submission to or rejection of such
conduct is used as a basis for a personnel decision or an academic evaluation affect an individual;

r The conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering with an employee’s
work performance, or creating an intimidating, hostile, offensive or
otherwise adverse working environment ;
The conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering with a student’s
academic performance, creating an
intimidating, hostile, offensive or
otherwise adverse learning environment, or adversely affecting any student."
continued on page 4

Shining bright

Students get college exposure
By Kecia Stolfus
Special to the Daily
Olinder University Elementary School
has remained afloat in the stormy waters of
desegregation flooding San Jose Unified
School District, thanks in part to its cooperative involvement with San Jose State University.
SJSU faculty and student teachers
supplement elementary instruction at
Olinder by introducing school children to unf:
versity curriculum. Class instruction, field
trips and a cable TV hookup between the university and elementary campuses give
Olinder students early exposure to university
study in such subjects as art, music and science.
This approach to elementary education
at Olinder should remain intact despite the
desegregation action. Proposals for district wide desegregation, by both the school board
and the plaintiffs, ensure the continued success of Olinder’s magnet curriculum.
The district’s plan, submitted to District
Judge Robert F. Peckham Sept. 30, does not
call for a change in the school’s existing program. The plan submitted by the plaintiffs
now the Legal Aid Society of Santa Clara
County, following the Hispanic parents who
filed the suit in 1971 calls for dismantling
all of the district’s magnet schools except
Olinder. Magnet schools are designed to draw
students from throughout the district.
"I’m not sure (the desegregation action)
is going to change us much," said Rosemary
Young, Olinder’s principal. "Both have plans
for us to be exactly what we are."
What Olinder has proved to be, in its
three years as a magnet school, is a definite
drawing card for children in the district’s
southern, affluent neighborhoods.
From its first year when only about 16

children were bused to Olinder to its current
magnet enrollment of about 100 out of 800,
Olinder has proved to be a successful example of the district’s hopes to voluntarily desegregate its 37 school. A. d now there’s a
waiting list for admittance.
"We have become a very popular place to
be. We’re already getting applications for
next year," Young said.
Olinder’s affiliation with SJSU helps ensure the school’s continued success. The cooperative effort between the university and
San Jose Unified offers children opportunities to encounter art, performing arts, music,
business and science at an early age. Each
department on the university campus
which is a "world away just a mile away,"
Young said participates in the learning exchange.
The Olinder curriculum features bilingual education, longer school days, elective
courses for high-achieving students and
after-school child care, according to Young.
The school aims to offer district parents a
program "they couldn’t buy at a private
school," she said.
It’s the school’s responsibility to attract
white kids from the south end of the district,
Young said. The enrollment is 29 percent
white, a percentage Young hopes will increase.
"Our mission is to be a totally desegregated school by the definition of the district . . . land) to provide such an excellent program for children that we will accomplish
that and offer an excellent education for our
kids," she said.
Such attempts have met with success.
"We’re full," Young said. "We’re happy
to be such a success, but we haven’t got any
more room."
continued on page 4

Blood donors set record
By Aaron Crowe
Assistant city editor
Stanford University officials drained a
little bit of life out of 319 people at SJSU last
week.
The Stanford Blood Bank collected 319
pints of blood from willing SJSU faculty, staff
and students at last week’s four-day blood
drive.
"There has been a very critical shortage
of blood throughout the Bay Area," said
Rhoda Burns, supervisor of blood donor recruitment at Stanford. "The only reason we
(Stanford) are successful here is SJSU students."
It was enough to make a vampire proud.
The blood drive surpassed the first four
days of September’s drive by 38 pints. Stanford also sponsored the September drive

which was five days long and Sc) a tall donation record at 392. There were 283 donations
in the first four days of the September drive.
"We competed with bad weather and the
Holiday Faire (in the Student Union)," Burns
said. "Probably the utmost thing on most
peoples’ minds are exams."
Stanford and the SJSU Arnold Air Society
sponsored the blood drive.
Once the blood gets back to Stanford it is
tested for the AIDS antibody, Burns said. If
the test for acquired immune deficiency syndrome antibody is positive, two more tests
are run. Sometimes two tests can be positive
and one negative, Burns said.
If all three tests are positive, the donor is
called 60 days later and informed of the re
continued on page 3

Bill to help education
to go before U.S. House
By Antoinette Fleshinan
Daily staff writer
The House Subcommittee on
Post -Secondary Education has
completed a draft bill that would
authorize up to 810.8 billion in fiscal year 1987 for higher education
programs
The House of Representatives
still needs to vote on the draft bill.
The Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities is
drawing up a similar draft bill to
be voted on by the Senate in Jan-

uary.
Both bills will be sent to a conference committee After differences have been examined and the
committee comes to an agreement, a combined bill will be sent
to President Reagan for his signature
The House bill, as it appears.
is a very appealing bill," said Don
Ryan, director of Financial Aid
Student Services. It is still subject
to change and Ryan said he hopes
continued on page 4

Chang Kim, a junior in electrical engineering,
cleans the "Bent." a bronze statue in front of the

Patrick Fredrickson Daily chief phcoogeapher
Engineering Building that was presented to &1St!
by Tau Beta Pi. the National Engineering Society.

History books reveal college’s true colors
By Alison Ziganti
Daily staff writer
This year’s "Go with the Gold"
Homecoming theme lent SJSU’s Associated Students the perfect opportunity to clear up any misconceptions
concerning SJSU’s colors.
However, this "golden opportunity" recently turned into a fiasco,
because whoever checked the Spartan history books, to confirm the
school’s color combination, failed to
check twice.
The height of the misconstrued
color conflict occurred during the
homecoming festivities when school
officials set out in hopes of informing
SJSU students of their true colors
The 1985 homecoming committee

originally went with the "Go with the
Gold" theme on the assumption that
SJSU’s official colors were the combination of gold and white.
But it was later discovered by
Robert Martin. SJSU vice president
of academic affairs, that blue was
also included in the official color
combination
Gold and white were the official
colors of SJSU from 1960 to 1969.
However, in April of 1969, blue
was also added to the combination.
The turmoil began when Martin
became aware of the school’s true
colors while he was researching past
A.S. constitutional documents concerning another amendment
"It was a bit of a shock, because

at the time, I was researching another matter," said Martin. "Then I
came across the document that said
our colors included blue."
Martin found the information in
the 1969 Associated Students Constitution.
Under article one, section two,
the amendment reads, "The colors of
the organization ( SJSU ) shall be
Gold, White and Blue."
Martin said that over 6,000 SJSU
students voted in that election. The
constitutional revision - which added
blue to the school’s existing gold and
white- passed with an overwhelming
majority.
Upon ratification, this revision to
the constitution became effective on

March 9, 1969. Any conflicting sections dated before March 1969 became null and void.
This included the section - ratithat proclaimed
fied April 27, 1960
SJSU’s official colors to be gold and
white.
Organizations that competed in
the homecoming events were asked
to incorporate the "Go With The
Gold" theme into the talent show,
yellfest and banner contest
To add to the confusion, Spartan
Shops purchased a large quantity of
gold -colored clothing items before
homecoming that featured the "Go
With the Gold" theme The bookstore
is still attempting to sell these items
to its patrons
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There’s an excuse for everything

Look at your classmates. Chances are that nine out ot
10 of them will be dead within 400 years. An even sadder
statistic is that if you drive anything like I do, you will
probably be involved in an automobile accident during
the holidays. If you drive anywhere near me, especially in
a parking lot, you will certainly be involved in an automobile accident.
Despite tremendous advances in medicine and technology this century, death is still the number-one killer in
America, and automobile accidents account for more
dented cars than avalanches and my mom combined.
While you can do nothing to postpone the inevitable
short of eating sensibly and driving within the speed limit
you can soften the blow by planning ahead. As George
Washington said, either before or after he crossed the Potomac, "To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving peace." George Washington
may have cut down perfectly good cherry trees that didn’t
belong to him, but he bristled with sage advise when it
came to automobile accidents.
An insurance policy is not preparation enough for the
war-torn highways. You may be content to sit on your
hands or feet, or a combination of your hands and feet
and other body parts and pray for a big accident so you
can stick it to the insurance company, but things are not
that simple. Where most people fail in potentially lucrative collisions is in explaining the matter after the fact.
Following are some first-rate explanations taken
from insurance accident forms and reported in the Toronto Sun. Use them freely in filling out accident forms
and you will see that fat insurance check before you can
say "xxxptoggy."
r "The truck backed through my windshield into my
wife’s face." Most insurance adjusters are men and most
are married (to women). This explanation will evoke
such a pleasant image in the overworked, underloved
mind of the insurance adjuster that he will pay you on the
spot in cash and treat you to lunch to boot.
r "I pulled away from the side of the road, glanced at
my mother-in-law and headed over the embankment."
There isn’t an insurance adjuster alive who would deprive
you of your hard earned claim after hearing this one.
Combine this explanation with the previous one, and he
will Probably make you a partner in the company.
r "I was on my way to the doctor’s with rear-end
trouble when my universal joint gave way, causing me to
have an accident." People in the insurance business
spend a lot of time sitting around counting other people’s
money, and are well acquainted with rear-end trouble.
Have a tube of Preparation-H conveniently poking out of
your shirt pocket.
The most serious automobile accidents involve pedestrians, particularly large ones. But if you don’t run over

David
Wens trom
any insurance adjusters, and use the explanations below,
you should be safe.
r "I saw a slow -moving, sad-faced old gentleman as
he bounced off the hood of my car." Appeal to the emotions. This explanation is infallible if accompanied by a
violinist and liberally sprinkled with Keats and Shelley.
r "The pedestrian had no idea which direction to go,
so I ran over him." Insurance adjusters admire men of
resolve, who can make split-second decisions.
r "To avoid hitting the bumper of the car in front. I
struck the pedestrian." This concern for the welfare of
automobiles is a view shared by insurance adjusters the
world over.
r "A pedestrian hit me and went under my car."
Blame it on the pedestrian whenever possible. The fact
that he went under the car is a clear admission of guilt on
his part.
r "I was sure the old fellow would never make it to
the other side of the roadway when I struck him." Nobody
wants old fellows littering the roadways. Insurance adjusters value the enterprising motorist who is willing to
use his car as a snowplow to clear the roadways of old
men.
Following are some general explanations that work
well for a variety of accidents. Happy holidays and happy
hunting.
r "I told the police that I was not injured but, on removing my hat.! found that I had a skull fracture."
r "I hat been driving my car for 40 years when I fell
asleep at the wheel and had an accident "
r "I thought my window was dawn; MU I fbUnd out it
was up when I put my hand through it."
r "Coming home, I drove into the wrong house and
collided with a tree I don’t have."
r "I was thrown from my car as it left the road. I was
later found in a ditch by three stray cows."

Commercialism deflates the spirit
Preceeding Christmz, by three weeks to a month,
that period of limbo Christmas promotion time descends upon the capitalist countries of the world.
Has anyone else noticed?
Has anyone been in the stores lately?
It’s Christmas time again.
Rubbing their cold-stricken fingers with glee, the department store managers carefully plan tinsel -bedecked
window displays, designed to enrapture passing children
and induce them to drag their financial supporters inside.
The key to an effective store windov. ’c to present a
dazzling ( and preferably electronic) toy showcase containing items that no parent, short of Rockfeller status,
can afford.
Hopefully, a child receiving a categorical refusal to
his first demand will create a scene and force his guardian to compromise on a lesser, though still overpriced, object of desire.
Stores have entire departments devoted to computer
and video games. Space Invaders is old but Tron has
kindly stepped in to replace it on increasingly epic
Christmas lists.
I recall watching small children open their presents
last Christmas
It seemed almost unreal.
At the ungoldy hour of 6 a.m., they dashed to the tree
and frenziedly flung packages around until they had established piles of those bearing their names.
After a quick glance at each other’s booty to ensure
the judiciousness of their respective allotments, they at-
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Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages
readers to write letters.
The last deadline for publication is tomorrow at 12:30p.m.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class standing.
The opinions appearing on the forum
page are the opinions of the individual
writer.
The editorials appearing on this page
are the opinions of the editorial board of
the Daily.
Deliver letters to the Daily office, on
the second floor of Dwight Bente( Hall,
178o111168, or* the frtformation center in
the Student Union.
The Daily reserves the right to edit
letters for libel and length. Remember,
short letters compete better for space.

Letters to the Editor
Gay rights activist wants AIDS debate
Editor.
I graduated from SJSU in 1973. attending the university during a highly politicized period.

Jack
Tordjman

tacked.
Bits of shredded wrapping paper and ribbons new
through the air like feathers in a barnyard love scene
Then, minutes later, the living room looked like downtown Ulster.
All I could see in their eyes was diappointment as the
three of them sat surrounded by Simon games, Barbie fun
houses. Casio digital watches, Go-Go records, Atari football machines and Silly Putty.
Realizing that no more gifts were forthcoming, they
went outside and played handball against the side of the
house with an old, semi -deflated rubber ball.
Commercialism is taking over our souls.
ENJOY a great winter break.

One of the unfortunate casualties of that time was a
balanced presentation of opposing views.
Liberal professors were lauded: moderates and conservatives were howled down and attacked personally for
their political views.
History is repeating itself in the current case of Prof.
John Wettergreen. who advocates the enforcement of
anti -sodomy laws as a method of preventing AIDS.
Recent letters in the Daily have attacked Wettergreen as "not fit to be a university professor," a "dogmatic homophobe," a "narrow-minded, prejudiced
bigot" with a distorted morality lacking compassion and
insight."
As an activist in the gay rights movement, I totally
disagree with Wet tergreen’s ideas.
I also totally support his right to make those ideas
known, free from personal attack, and to have been a
panel member during the recent AIDS Awareness Week.
I have yet to see a reasoned, civil response to Wettergreen.
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I suggest a debate As a former student of Dr. Wettergreen. I am sure he can more than hold his own in an intellectual exchange
Martha O’Connell
Clerical Assistant
Plant Operations
Prof offers further exposition of views
Editor,
The angry outbursts against me which the Daily has
published during the past week are merely more evidence
of the irrationality of the proponents of organized homosexuality and "bathhouse sex."
This kind of blind passion is to be expected at a university which deliberately excluded views like mine from
its "AIDS Awareness Week."
All who wish to read a more complete exposition of
my views than could appear in a newspaper interview
should send their names and addresses to the Department
of Political Science.
I will be happy to send them the copies of the "Claremont Review" in which these views were published ( free
of charge).
I am confident that dispassionate readers will see
that my opinion that mass, commercialized, anonymous
sodomy should be outlawed is perfectly reasonable
John Wettergreen
Professor
Political science

Between the Lines

Leonard
Hoops

Float, float on
There are a lot of people in the world --- as in
four billion people. And the world’s
population keeps growing.
Though many governments around the world
are stressing zero population growth to their
citizens, people continue to mate at an alarming
rate. So what are we going to do?
One theory is that we do nothing. The more
people born, the more chance someone has of giving
birth to a genius, who will then be able to solve the
population problem. Great theory.
Another theory, supported by Libya’s brilliant
young Col. Daffy Khadafy, says that we should
continue to build up nuclear arms until someone
accidentally blows us all up. At least it’s logical.
A third theory, which is gaining increased
support among science fiction fans who saw the
movie "Logan’s Run," is to eradicate people when
they reach the age of 30. I supported this a few years
ago, but I’m in my twenties now and it doesn’t sound
so good anymore.
OK, let’s see what we have so far three lousy
theories. One relies on chance and the laws of
probability likes game of Yahtzee, another says we
pull a Jonestown with radiation as our Kool-Aid, and .
the third would’ve forced Grandma Moses to kick
the bucket about 60 years before she started painting
pictures of barns.
So now what do we do?
The answer’s so obvious, I shouldn’t even have
to write it. It’s our only option. It might even be
feasible.
It’s time for all of the world’s countries to stop
wasting money on death weapons and to start
putting money into floating-city research. That’s
right, floating cities.
The details of this theory are not important right.
now. What is important is the concept.
Picture New York City hovering a mile above
present-day Manhattan. Never mind that there will
be a decrease in atmospheric pressure and an
increase in ultraviolet sunlight. Those things can be
compensated for by doming the city, creating an
artificial atmosphere and making the people wear
lots of Coppertone. . It would be like living on a huge
waterbed, except you’d never have to worry about
leaks. The only serious deficiency known to
scientists would be a slight drop-off in kite sales.
Picture SJSU hanging above downtown San
Jose. We wouldn’t have to put up with San Carlos
Street anymore. We wouldn’t have the Pussycat
Theater drawing freshmen away during class
breaks. We wouldn’t have parking problems. And
we probably wouldn’t be the site of monthly
transient conventions.
Picture sporting events being played in floating
stadiums. Denver’s Mile High Stadium would be
changed to A Mile Higher Stadium. Athletes could
get high without being on drugs. Fans would be on
Cloud Nine whether their teams won or lost.
And think about all the people you’d meet on the
shuttle craft that would take you from the ground to
these floating cities. A cup of coffee, a newspaper
and some Dramamine might be all you need to make
a few friends every morning.
These are just a few more reasons, besides
overpopulation, to build floating cities. This theory
does not rely on chance, madmen or people willing
to die to carry it out. All it needs is a budget the size
of the national debt and two or three guys who are
really smart to research it.
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor and he
wrote this because someone else got writer’s block.
"Between the Lines" is an open forum for editors that
appears Mondays.
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Evaluation of satellite campuses under way
By Aaron Crowe
Daily assistant city editor
The selection process is now
under way for consultants to determine if the three permanent off-campus California State University programs are needed.
Roughly 850 full-time equivalent
students who live in Contra Costa,
Ventura and Northern San Diego
counties now attend the temporary
off-campus centers, said Jack Smart,
CSU deputy provost.
The satellite campuses provide
upper -division and graduate-level
classes for students who live in remote areas where it is difficult to get
to the main university campus. SJSU
has a temporary satellite campus in
Salinas and is looking into the possibility of converting it to a permanent
one. The center offers 28 classes with
live instruction and IS classes using

microwave transmission.
The reality of seeing the tempo
rary centers converted to permanent
ones is "many years ahead," Smart
said.
Economic, educational and demographic studies will be used beginning Jan. Ito determine "whether or
not we need to establish permanent
off-campus centers," Smart said.
Gov. George Deukmejian signed
three bills in September authorizing
a total of 86,500 for the studies.
The Pleasant Hill center in Contra Costa county is a satellite of the
California State University at Hayward. The Ventura center is jointly
operated by Cal State-Northridge and
the University of California at Santa
Barbara. The San Diego center in
San Marcos is operated by San Diego
State University.
The temporary centers were es-

tablished "to meet upper-division
needs building on community colleges and (because) it was easy to
commute," Smart said.
Temporary centers are established first in facilities leased by the
state to see how they work. Permanent facilities are then considered.
The Hayward center started in
1980; Ventura in 1975; and San Diego
in 1978. A limited number of classes
and student services is offered at
each center. The classes and texts
are the same as at any CSU campus.
The cost is the same as a CSU campus.
Besides the demographic, economical and educational analyses,
site selection studies are required for
the Ventura and San Diego county
programs.
A site near Concord was purchased by the state in 1969 for a state

college so a site selection study is not
needed. A study for the development
of a physical master plan for the Contra Costa site is now required.
One CSU criterion that must be
met before the permanent center is
established is that the center must
have not less than 200 annual fulltime equivalent students in the third
year of operation. Enrollment should
be expected to rise to 400 by the fifth
year of operation, with growth expectations beyond that in the next five to
10-year period.
The Hayward facility currently
has 450 FTE students; Ventura has
100; and San Diego has 300. A university’s FTE enrollment is determined
by the total number of units taken, divided by 15.
Lucius Eastman Jr., special assistant to the academic vice presi-
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SJSU donors
help drive

dent, is writing a proposal to the CSU
to get money to do a study to find land
for a permanent off-campus center
for SJSU.
Eastman is writing the proposal
for the SJSU Academic Senate budget and finance committee, which
will make the proposal to the CSU.
The Salinas center now has liberal studies and teaching classes.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said
at Friday’s press conference that if a
permanent facility is built, more popular classes such as business and
computer science may be offered to
the increasing number of students in
those majors.
The SJSU off-campus facility in
Salinas has been operating for five
years and classes have been taught to
students in the Monterey -Salinas
area for about 10 years, said Donna
Ziel, humanities student affairs assistant.

continued from page I
sults
If people are concerned
about AIDS they should go to
the local health facilities and
not a blood bank to find out if
they have the antibody. Burns
said.
This blood drive was important. Burns said, because it is
during the start of the holiday
season. The red blood cells can
be used for up to 35 days after
the blood is donated. Christmas
and New Year’s are two of the
most times blood is most
needed, she said.
The blood will be used at
Stanford University Medical
Center and the Children’s Hospital at Stanford.
"Many people will have a
much happier holiday thanks to
SJSU," Burns said.

Bright student

NORTHWIND

Julia Tranchina Molisen Kaveh seeks quiet from the Christmas Bazaar
above hint and waits for a friend downstairs in the Student
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The Student Union will be open
24 hours a day for studying during finals. This begins on Wed.,
Dec. 11 thrpugh Fri., Dec. 13 and
Sun., Dec. 15 at noon through
Wed., Dec. 18 to 11 pm.
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Policy provides recourse

Needs a lift

Campus has formal sexual harassment procedures
continued from page i
In determining whether alleged
conduct constitutes sexual harassment, the order reads that circumstances surrounding the conduct
will be considered Students, members of the faculty and staff and managers of SJSU may contact either
Saffold or Burkom to lodge a complaint of sexual harassment against
an employee of SJSU.
Saffold or Burkom will explain
the procedures to the complainant
and explain that SJSU will attempt to
maintain confidentiality. The complainant will be informed as to the options available for resolving the problem.
The complaint is then investigated through interviews, a "factfinding," with individuals that may
have knowledge of the alleged incident. Frequently, there is not collaboration of an incident, Burkom said.
"I won’t act on a hearsay corn -

Steve Alden - Photo editor
Industrial design major Phil Frank packs
up his model pick-up after some remote-

control four wheeling on a muddy archery
field outside the Dining Commons Friday.

SJSU assists Olinder students
continued from page I
The school has had to reorganize
its classroom space three times this
year to accommodate the growing
number of students, and more children are taught in portable classrooms than in the school building itself.
The school also aims to teach
good manners and instill pride in citizenship. Students are rewarded for
good behavior and "super citizens"
are chosen every month.
Such a curriculum, and its accompanying environment aimed at
high achievement, demand skilled
and dedicated teachers. The (Minder
staff was selected "because of their
desire to serve," said Gertrude Corcoran, professor of elementary education and an initial planner of Olinder’s university curriculum.
"These are not demonstration
teachers. They’re teachers in a very
real situation that includes many,
many problems," she said. Besides
language barriers, many of the children do not have backgrounds conducive to learning, which poses difficulties for a teacher when students at

different learning levels are grouped
in one classroom.
"It is much more challenging to
leach here," said Elberta Garcia, a
fourth -grade teacher who has also
taught at the district’s Gardner Elementary School. "The pace here is
much different. More programs are
in existence. We do a very good job of
teaching the children where they are
academically ). We’re doing the optimum for the children . . . (but) there
doesn’t seem to be enough time to fit
everything in."
"Everything" for Olinder students includes lessons on Apple 11e
computers, music, ballet and modern
dance classes, opera production, debate and speech instruction, introduction to Silicon Valley economics
and videotape production, all in connection with SJSU.
This early introduction to a university is a broadening experience
for the ()tinder students who may not
be encouraged to think of pursuing a
college education, Corcoran said. For
children who are not university
oriented, to become so is exciting,
she said. Such children see that "it’s
not beyond their control or grasp" to

go to college, she said, and "once
they get a hold of that, why not go to
the university?"
Corcoran stressed that the
Olinder curriculum has been a result
of cooperation between San Jose Unified and SJSU, some of whose professors teach on an hourly basis at
(Hinder. The cooperative effort has
been accomplished with little funding
from either SJSU or the district, she
said, a claim which district Superintendent Ramon Cortines refuted.
"It’s not running on a shoestring
budget. I believe (funding is) adequate. They have not told me of any
needs," he said.
Cortines also regarded the school
as "exciting" for the opportunities it
presents students, and said if a justified financial need arose at Olinder,
funding would be supplied by the district
The district’s support of Olinder
is shared by SJSU, Corcoran said.
"It really is a beautiful concelit
for a district and university to worh
this closely together. To have university administration so soundly behind
it is truly a blessing," he said.

plaint, though," Burkom said "They
complainants) have to make it
themselves."
Burkom also said that she will
not proceed any further unless there
is a specific complaint.
Upon completing the investigation, Saffold or Burkom reports to the
president, the academic vice president, the executive vice president, or
the dean of student services, so that
the correct actions can be determined and initiated by the appropriate administrator. The CSU legal
staff can also be consulted if needed,
Burkom said.
Burkom said that at this time, if
similar complaints have been lodged
against an alleged offender, a pattern
is revealed and will collaborate an
accuser’s allegations.
The complainant is then informed of the findings, and if necessary, action will be taken. The
complainant is also told of any role he

Bill would aid education
continued from page i
for some changes in the "Need Analysis Issue," Section 7 of the bill.
Based on the House Education
and Labor Amendments of 1985, the
new definition of an independent student is "an orphan, ward of court,
married person, a person who is single but having legal dependents, a
veteran, a graduate, a professional
student or someone who is 23 years
old." The House is incorporating this
definition into its need analysis.
In addition, this section of the
draft bill states that students "may
qualify as independent if they can
demonstrate total self-suffiency for
two years if they have ’unusual circumstances’ as determined by the
student financial aid administrator."
"We feel they’re too restrictive
and they’re writing things into legislation that they don’t need to," said
Ryan of the Need Analysis Issue.
Ryan is concerned that even if
the Senate comes up with a similar
draft bill, the combined bill will probably still need to reduce the federal
deficit. Hence, the final bill possibly
allotting less money to financial aid.
Associated Students President
Erin O’Doherty is trying to form a
student lobbying committee by conducting a letter-writing campaign.
There are four people on the committee currently, and three of them do

riot receive financial aid.
"They’re just trying to educate
themselves about financial aid,"
O’Doherty said.
She wants to have eight or 10 people on the committee. Once the committee is formed, Ryan will provide
the House draft bill and other prospective changes.
"I’d like to see the letter-writing
campaign on this campus and
through the California State Student
Association on all other CSU campuses," O’Doherty said.

or she may have in any disciplinary
proceedings and that any recurrences of the alleged behavior should
be reported immediately.
When there is a substantinfed
complaint of sexual harassment
against a manager, the appropriple
administrator meets with the lelharasser to determine
ledged
whether an oral or written rephmand, suspension without pay, reassignment or dismissal is the appropriate action.
When there is a verified claim
against an employee belonging to a
bargaining unit, the appropriate -action or sanction described in the applicable Memorandum of Understanding will be initiated.
If the complainant is an Annployee and is dissatisfied with the ,cIecision, another grievance can be
filed.
If the dissatisfied complainant is
a student, the appropriate procedure
is the SJSU Student Grievance Process.
The directive establishes procedures for the implementation of Executive Order 345, which states that,
"It is the policy of the CSU system
that each campus and the Office of
the Chancellor maintain a working
and learning environment free from
sexual harassment of its students,
employees and those who apply for
student or employee status."
"It is a deterrent. It exists on
paper, but there are lots of papers
floating around," Burkom said. "The
policy is the weakest deterrent we
have. Educating people is the hest
way."
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Holiday seen es cover up bullet holes
LOS ANGELES (AP) Rudolph
the reindeer’s red nose covers a bullet hole in the window of this Van
Nuys store and may prevent more
gutted glass from cropping up during
the holiday season.
Last year, Builders Emporium
agreed to let students from Sharp
Avenue Elementary School decorate
the store windows for the fun and experience of it.
The hardware store has 18 win
dows and they take a lot of abuse dur
ing the year.
"We would get calls at least once
a week that somebody had driven
past the store and shot out the win,
dows," said merchandising manager
Jim Hill
"We used to have plate glass win
dows. But they are just too expensive
to replace. Now we have bullet-proof
windows made out of non -shattering
plastic," he said.

finish their paintings this year, including the nose job.
Last year, after the holiday
paintings were completed, the random shootings stopped, Hill said.
He stopped short of calling it a
Christmas
miracle,
but
said,

"There’s less vandalism, less graffiti
on our walls and no one shoots at the
windows. I absolutely believe that
even those bad guys who shoot up our
windows realize that the paintings
were done by children, and they appreciate it ."

NOW/AVAILABLE AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

But bullets still leave ugly pits.
like the one under Rudolph’s nose. It
took Sharp students, from grades two
through six, two full days last week to
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Tutoring
Students teach children
in SJSU ’Quest’ program
By Michelle King
Dads, staff writer
When fourth -grader Miguel Bautista moved from Mexico to San Jose
a year and a half ago, he had to adjust to a new environment and school,
as well ass language barrier.
"Things just weren’t clicking for
him," said Ana Lomas, his bilingual
teacher at Washington School. The
language transition was tough for Miguel, Lomas said, and his reading
comprehension and spelling were
really bad.
But thanks to the SJSU Quest tutoring program, Miguel is getting
extra help with his studies from Cheryl Glaviano, an SJSU junior involved in the program.
The Quest program involves
Washington and Olinder grade
schools.
"He’s a spelling star now,"
Lomas said. "Cheryl’s been super.
He’s really come out of his shell."
"I’m really delighted with the
Quest program," said Carol McElroy, principal of Washington School.
"Because of the quality of the
relationship tone-on-one r, can see
gains on both sides."
The Quest program was started
at SJSU in 1981. It was a continuation
of the Operation Share tutoring pro-

’Anyone’s eligible as
long as they have the
interest. It takes a
high level of
commitment.’
Elaine

Joachim,
Tutor teacher

gram, which lasted for 20 years.
To be a tutor, students must enroll in EDTE 166, a class which is
taught by Elaine Joachim There
4 were 30 tutors this semester. Recruiting and planning are done by Ruth
I Anderson.
The three-unit class covers tutoring principles, curriculum in reading
and math, resources, reading appreciation, study skills, motivation and
behavior, and a team approach with
teachers and parents.
This is a good opportunity for
SJSU students to help someone out or
to improve communication skills.
The program isn’t just limited to education majors, Joachim said. More
than half the tutors are education
majors, but others are non-education
majors, including four business majors. Anyone can sign up for the
Quest program.
"Anyone’s eligible as long as
they have the interest," Joachim
said "It takes a high level of commitment."
Joachim said that the tutors are
dealing with children who have been
disappointed time and time again, so
’it’s important to be a reliable tutor
and friend.
Each tutor chooses a gradeschool child from either Washington
and Olinder school to tutor. The
schools decide which children will be
in the Quest tutoring program, and
then the tutors themselves decide
who they would like to tutor by information sheets that are filled out by
each child.
"Lots of times, tutors choose a
child that reminds them of themselves when they were young," Joadem said.
Tutors are required to set up two
tutoring sessions a week, have periodic conferences with the child’s teaoher, and to take their child on two
field trips during the semester.
The tutors also have to be ad-

vised by an SJSU education professor
periodically.
Glaviano, majoring in social science with a concentration in child development, said that Quest’s program advisers wanted her to work
with Bautista since she doesn’t speak
Spanish That way, she said, he’ll
work harder to learn English.
He still works from a Spanish
math book, but his spelling has vastly
improved. Every week, Glaviano
reads short books to Bautista and
asks him to later tell her what the
story was about. Other tutoring
methods she uses include flash cards
of mathematical tables, and to improve his communication methods,
Glaviano asks him to draw pictures
of what he’s thinking about, or what
he thinks he’ll be doing at Christmas.
Glaviano uses another interesting method to help Bautista learn and
recognize English words. She draws
a sentence on a small chalkboard,
erases part of some of the letters and
asks Bautista to fill the correct letters back in.
And after he completes his spelling test, Glaviano asks him to write
a sentence using the words in the list.
Another tutor, Tom Funcheon, a
1984 SJSU business graduate, worked
in business for a year then decided
that he might prefer teaching. He enrolled in the Quest program to get
some experience and see if he liked
it. Funcheon tutors a fifth -grade boy
who has trouble with penmanship,
math, reading, and organization.
"A lot of times, he just doesn’t
know where to start," Funcheon said.
"I chose to tutor him because he
really warned to learn and he tries
hard."
Most common problems the tutors have involve the kids not being
motivated, having a bad attitude, or
not wanting to do homework.
"Following through is the most
vital thing in grade school," Joachim
said. "Ifs tutor can help a child with
his organizational skills, that could
be the best thing."
People interested in being la
Quest tutor for next semester should
take their add/drop forms to Sweeney Hall, Room 341, at the appropriate time to sign up for EDTE 166.

Above, S.ISLT junior Cheryl
Glaviano tutors fourth.
grader Miguel Bautista at
Washington School in San
Jose. On the right, Miguel
Bautista chalks in the
missing letters in a sentence.
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History prof researches West Indies island
By Shannon Rasmussen
Daily Staff writer

SJSU is extending its interests
to the West Indies, and it’s all due to
one history professor who has a love
for an old and historical island.
History Prof. Edgar Anderson,
who has taught at SJSU since 1957,
has almost made Tobago, an island
in the West Indies, his second home.
His mother was a Courlander, one
of the many ethical groups that
have molded the history of Tobago.
Because of his roots and a genuine interest, Anderson said the island has always fascinated him. He
is now including SJSU in his studies
and work for Tobago.
Anderson wrote his doctoral
paper about Tobago and since then
has been a continuous writer about
the island and its history. He was
first invited by Tobago officials to
visit the island in 1956 so that he
could get acquainted with the culture and the people.
"I actually fell in love with the
island," he said. Now when he returns, the people say "Prof. Anderson has returned home," he said.
The citizens and official members of Tobago continuously asked

Edgar Anderson
. . .SJSU history professor
for his help and expertise in history
and he has become an important
person to the island and its people,
Anderson said.
Last summer during one of his
visits to the island, Anderson was
invited, by the president of Tobaga

and Trinidad Hon. Ellis Clarke
and history and cultural committees, to attend the re-opening of the
historic Chamber ceremonies and
to put together an exhibition to compile the hundreds of artifacts and
historical documentations on Tobago..
Anderson gathered and systemized information on the island’s history and government, organized the
exhibition, helped plan the interior
of the Assembly Hall for the Chamber’s re-opening and prepared plans
for a museum that will consist of the
various artifacts from the people
that have populated Tobago through
the years.
Then in November, along with
other SJSU colleagues and graduates, Anderson visited Tobago during Queen Elizabeth’s visit to the island and the re-opening of the
island’s historic Chamber in the Administration Building that’s used
for the Tobago House of Assembly.
This was the first time since 1876
that the chamber has been used for
a legislative meeting place.
Anderson presented historical
gifts to the Tobago House. including
The Coat of Arms of the Barony of
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Tobago, flags and other remnants
Daryle Webb, a graphic artist
from SJSU, and Gvido Augusts, a
graduate of SJSU and a commercial
artist, accompanied Anderson as
part of his six -member team.
"It is an incredibly beautiful island with much history," Webb
said.
The team, under Anderson’s direction, organized an exhibition
consisting of 156 paintings, illustrations and maps depicting the history
and culture of the island, dating
from the 16th to the 19th century.
The exhibition was open to the
public in one of the island’s hotels
for five days and there are plans for
the collection to be put in a permanent housing place sometime in the
near future.
"This helps our school. It got us
worldwide recognition," Anderson
said.
Anderson hopes the university
can get more involved with Tobago
in the future by allowing him to take
students next time. There has been
an interest in exchanges, he said.
Anderson finds the study and
experience with Tobago to be both
self-fulfilling and profitable, he
said.

"This is an academic exercise
and an academic challenge for
me," he said.
"I wish America would discover Tobago, but don’t come in
large groups," he said.
The island itself has a lot to
offer visitors, Anderson said. The
government has changed hands 32
times, and the Spanish, Dutch,
Carib, German, English, French
and African people have occupied
the island at one point in time.
Tobago people are friendly,
helpful and happy-go-lucky people
who are interested in culture, he
said.
Anderson makes a habit of visiting the island at least once or twice
a year. In 1960, he led an exhibition
and discovered historical sites in
the jungle.
Anderson is also an author of 16
books and chapters in 37 books by
other authors, and an author of 80
articles in scholarly journals. He
speaks seven languages, has training in archives and museums and
has received several awards for his
teaching.
By early next year Anderson
hopes to do a book in English on the
history of Tobago
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SJSU women in calendar

Pilots test paper plane

Fraternity’s
annual issue
due out soon
By sieve Pipe
Daily staff writer

The calendar wars are here
again, just in time for Christmas.
.
For the second straight year,
"The Women of SJSU" will invade
the Spartan Bookstore, clashing with
Garfield, Miami Vice and the ones
who started it all, "The Women of
USC."
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is putting out the calendar, and hope to
have it in the bookstore, "sometime
during the middle of finals week
definitely by Dec. 17," according to
Ted Pearson, who, along with Jeff
Schwedhelm, is in charge of production.
Pearson said his fraternity has
been putting out a calendar at SJSU
off and on since 1979. There wasn’t a
calendar in 1964, he said, but there
was one for 1985. Last year’s calendar wasn’t that successful due to
poor advertising, he said.
"We really jacked up the advertising," Pearson said. "We’ll definitely make a profit this time
Pearson said women on campus
were invited to enter a screening process at the Pike house last spring,
and from a list of 50 candidates, 12
were chosen.
Pearson said a common complaint about the ’115 calendar was that
there was too much emphasis on the
locale, and not enough emphasis on
the models.
The 1985 calendar featured glitzy
shots of women reclining on Ferraris,
on the fire engine in front of the Pike
house on San Fernando Street, and at
the beach. But the new calendar will
concentrate on the women, Pearson
said.
Christina Clements, a 23-year-old
marketing student, was one of the
models selected. Clements, who has
worked for a modeling agency in
Italy and has appeared in Italian
fashion magazines, said she enjoyed
being one of the "Women of SJSU."
"I answered their invitation to
try out because I knew it was a good
calendar and was done well," she
said.
Clements spent five hours in a

Buyers protest
insurance rates
SAN FRANCISCO (API State
insurance regulators have been overwhelmed by an unprecedented number of complaints by people who can’t
buy coverage at any price, according
to the San Francisco Chronicle.
California Department of Insurance statistics reported in the newspaper Friday showed that 1,377 Californians complained that insurance
was unavailable, a 3,743 percent annualized increase from 1984
"Never in the past 60 years has
there been this kind of turmoil in the
insurance buying market," said Everett Brookhart, the state Insurance
Department’s chief of consumer affairs. "I’ve never seen anything like
it "
’
Brookhart said the department
was "the focus of mail -in campaigns," in which businesses group
together to mail complaint letters.
"A group of roller skating rinks
or bowling alleys can’t get insurance,
so they all write us," Brookhart said.
"I’ve never seen so many form letters before."
Insurance Department statistics
show 12,419 protests were received
that complained rates were too high.

MOJAVE (API -- Two pilots will
test a revolutionary paper plane
Thursday in a record -setting odyssey The pilots plan to fly around the
world next year without refueling

composite of paper, plastic And
graphite fiber, is designed to be so efficient in fuel consumption that it will
carry Rutan and Yeager around the
world with fuel to spare.

Test pilots Dick Rutan, 46, and
Jeana Yeager, 33, flew the plane
called Voyager for about two hours in
the first of a new round of flights to
test the odd -looking aircraft’s engines.

"We plan to travel the circumference of the globe, crossing Australia
and the Indian Ocean," Rutan said

"Now is when you have a ’glad to
be alive party,’ " an elated Rutan
said after he and his co-pilot emerged
from the Voyager at its air field
about 70 miles north of Los Angeles.
The test flight exceeded expectations, he said, adding that there will
be dozens more tests before the plane
takes off on its round-the-world trip
next year. No aircraft other than
space vehicles has ever circled the
world without refueling.
The plane, which is made of a

Thursday’s flight was actually
the 29th time the Voyager has gone
airborne, but the plane had been on
the ground for about six months while
the crew waited for engines produced
by Mobile, Ala. -based Teledyne Continental.
Rutan and Yeager, who is not related to famed test pilot Chuck
Yeager, plan to make the 12-day.
25,000-mile voyage in the summer or
autumn of 1986.
The plane is being tested in the
skies above the Antelope Valley, an
area that has witnessed the first
flights of many aircraft.

Photo courtesy of John Rickman Photography

Christina Clements, a 23-year-old marketing major, is one of the students featured in

’I answered their
invitation to try out
because I knew it
was a good calendar
and was done well.’
Christina Clements,
SJSU marketing major
studio last August in front of the lens
of photographer John Rickman. The
calendar shoot may be Clement’s last
job as a model, however. She said she
won’t pursue modeling any further,
hut will concentrate instead on her
major.
Kendra Van Denakker, a 20-yearold advertising major and one of the
candidates for homecoming queen
this year (she lost to Mary Jo Default), said she was, "really excited
and surprised," when she found out
she would be one of the calendar
models.
Van Denakker’s session was shot

the 1986 "The Women of SJSU" calendar
produced by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

in July at Anderson Reservoir. She’s
not sure what month she will appear
in on the calendar, but a good bet is a
summer month, as she said she posed
on a dock, holding a water ski towrope for much of the session.
The life of a molel is not always
glamorous, not even if you’re one of
the "Women of SJSU."
"It was really, really hot," Van
Denakker said. "They had to keep
spraying me down with water. Every
once in a while, my leg would cramp
up from holding it in one position too
long. But the Pikes made me feel as
comfortable as possible."
Rickman, a commercial photographer and a 1972 SJSU graduate,
said, "All the models were very professional cod worked hard under
sometimes very adverse conditions.
They were real patient."
Rickman said the models did
their own makeup and on a few occasions provided their own costumes.
He said he had never photographed a
calendar before, but would like to do
it again.
"It was a refreshing change from

Planning a
Christmas Party

regular commercial photography,
Rickman said. "There was lots of
creative input from the models and a
lot of energy on the set. The women of
SJSU are easily as beautiful as any
I’ve seen in the world."
Pearson said 1,500 copies of the
calendar were ordered from Hunt ford Printing in Milpitas, and will sell
for $2, down from $4 last year. Part of
the proceeds will go to the Special
Olympics. The calendar will also be
submitted in a national collegiate
contest.
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Stop in for all you’ll ne:ici to set a festive table for your guests!
Li Plates, Napkins, Cups, Tablecovers
Li Invitations, Centerpieces, Guest Towels
Li Decorations, Candles, Favors
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LARGEST BOOK SELECTION
IN THE BAY AREA

BOOKS INC.

The Complete Bookstore
New Expanded Location
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SJSU had
just enough
to beat 49ers
By Anne Spandau
’Daily staff writer
With the Spartan volleyball
. team’s three-game sweep over Long
Beach State last Thursday in firstround NCAA action, SJSU showed
themselves something very important.
We adjusted to their game
well," middle blacker Maria Healy
said. "We played well when we
needed to."
Outside hitter Lisa Ice, who led
the Spartans with 14 kills, said in the
early going, SJSU didn’t play well
enough.
"They (Long Beach State) came
out smoking, " Ice said of the first
game, in which the 49ers led 12-0 before the Spartans came back to win
16-14.
SJSU coach Dick Montgomery
said the 49ers surprised the Spartans.
. "They played better than we expected, with a great amount of emotion," he said.
"They came into our gym very
psyched, and it showed in their play.
They were very hungry," Montgomery said.
In the last two games, the Spartans fell behind, but in both games
came back to win.
The Spartans will next play Friday in the regionals at Pacific’s
Spanos Center against the winner of
last Saturday’s Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo-UC Santa Barbara match.
"We will have a little more than a
week to recover," Montgomery said.
Especially important will be the
recovery of Healy and outside hitter
Julie Braymen, who suffered ankle
sprains in the match.
Both returned to play against the
deers and will be available for action
in the regionals.

Spartan stats

Niners to battle
L.A. for top spot

John Godden
former defensive coach

Godden
fired
SJSU defensive coordinator
John Godden has been fired,
according to a Thursday announcement by Spartan head
coach Claude Gilbert.
Men’s Athletic Director Lynn
Eilefson declined comment on the
firing, while Gilbert could not be
reached.
The Spartans finished the season with a 2-8-1 record, their worst
in 15 years.
Godden, who came to SJSU in
1984, directed a Spartan defense
that did not live up to its expectations this year, finishing with an
average of 410.6 yards and 29.9
points allowed per game.
Last year, SJSU led the PCAA
in yards allowed (314.0 per game)
and was third in points allowed
(20.5)
A search for Godden’s replacement is now underway,
though Gilbert said there is no
deadline for finding a successor.

SAN FRANCISCO AP) - Coach
Bill Walsh described his San Francisco 49ers, defending National Football League champions, as being in
"a state of shock" after several of
their early -season losses.
But with three straight victories
and five winning performances in the
last six outings, the 49ers stand 8-5
and are in position to reach the top in
their division tonight by knocking off
the current leaders, the 9-4 Los Angeles Rams.
The Rams have lost four of their
last six games and know what the
49ers were going through earlier.
The latest setback was by a 29-3
score to a New Orleans team which
had a 4-8 record.
"A lot of us were stunned at how
inept we were. We were shocked,"
Coach John Robinson admitted.
Dieter Brock, the starting quarterback, was benched and replaced
by Jeff Kemp during the game in
which the Rams’ offense totaled only
164 yards, 80 of them on the running
of Eric Dickerson.
giving
considered
Robinson
Kemp the starting assignment for the
crucial nationally -televised game
against the 49ers, but on Wednesday
he announced he was sticking with
Brock.
The 49ers were 3-4 six weeks ago
and four games behind in the National Conference West when they
went into Anaheim and handed the
Rams their first defeat.

If they beat the Rams again, the
Otters will have the tie-breaking edge
and be declared NFC West champs in
case the teams tie for first place
"The team never did lack confidence, nor did it come apart," Walsh
said.
But it took shock treatment, apparently, to bring back the intensity
which the 49ers displayed in winning
18 games last season.
"It’s there now. This next game
will tell the real character of this
club," safety Carlton Williamson
said after last weekend’s 35-8 victory
over the Washington Redskins.
"We haven’t played a complete
game yet," Walsh said. "We’re going
to have to have our best game of the
year to beat the Rams."
San Francisco’s offense has been
sputtering lately, but the defense has
not allowed a touchdown during the
three-game winning streak.
"1 hope we start helping them
with a lot more regularity," said offensive spokesman Joe Montana, the
quarterback who completed only 11
passes for 119 yards at Washington.
The 49ers’ defense registered
four quarterback sacks against the
Redskins, while Brock and Kemp
were going down nine times under
the Saints’ pass rush the same day.
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SJSU Sportsweek
TUESDAY:.
Women’s basketball at Pacific 7:30
WEDNESDAY:
Men’s basketball at USF 7:30
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urAnifime Banker
will fit easily into
your schedule.

AMERICAN GREETINGS
MCMIXX XV Amenrm Greetings Corp

NOW, you can get mi MeV When ’ii ill
need it most, where vou need it mos(
With Bank of the West’s* Anylinu
Banker,* you can get quick cash, makc
depc)sits, transfers hinds 24 hours
a day, seven days a week in c iver
invenient Bay Area It wations. Including
our newest It cation right in In lilt of the
Student I. ’Ilion. Right here in campus
All it takes is an Anyrime Banker
card. II) get yt airs, simply sti ipliv :111
Bank of the West office.
Then, start taking care I 4. your
banking business. Anytimc. Anywhere.

Immiimm EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE

INTERSESSION COURSES

JAN.2 TO JAN.17
’EARN 3 TO 6 UNITS IN 12 DAYS ($5 PER UNIT)
’GET A HEAD START ON SPRING SEMESTER
COURSES TRANSFERABLE TO SJSU:
*PSYCHOLOGY
DA Y & EVENING
*BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
SESSIONS
* BUSINESS
*SOCIOLOGY
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

REGISTER AT EVC ADMISSIONS & RECORDS OFFICE
DEC.2 TO DEC.20 AND JAN.2 & 3

(8:30AM TO 8 PM) M -flH
(8:30 AM - 4 PM) FRI.
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Show SJSU 1.0. card for quick registration

EVFRGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE
3095 YERBA BUENA ROAD
SAN JOSE. CA 95135

$5

$5

This coup in entitles you to five dollars additional credit in your
new account when you open a savings or checking account at
Bank (4 the West with a minimum deposit of 5100.
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Yesterdaily
Campus
Spartan Shops and Food Service
officials said that they are not overly
concerned with the $72,000 loss they
suffered during the fiscal year ending
June 10. 1985 Nevertheless, they said
that they have tightened internal controls this semester to avoid further
los.ses
Marty Schuller, director of the
Disabled Students Program, requested an elevator from the ground
level of the Business Tower to corn-

pensate for an inadequate 70-toot
ramp now in place
What the program received for
its money was a 90-foot ramp instead
of the elevator it requested
When Tony Kidder leaves San
Jose Feb 1, SJSU will lose the active
support of one of its most influential
allies.
Bidder, best known as publisher
of the San Jose Mercury News, will
vacate several committees important to SJSU - among them, the University Advisory Board and the Spar-

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

Manuel Rula

The Real World

tan Foundation
uhen he goes to
Miami to accept a promotion to presi
dent of business and news for Knight
Kidder Newspapers. Inc

re *At ettaS id..45 the. Janes-Ia.-pied
the, sprinklers en,farelns the evacuation
at’ countless hapless erfi2ens 13 tke
San CarieS and tl,ntA St. COtallv.

Sports
The SJSU volleyball team ad
vanced to the second round of the
NCAA playoffs Thursday night, beating Long Beach State in three games
at Spartan Gym.
The sixth -ranked Spartans defeated the No 18 49ers 16-14, 15-13, 1512.

.406

St. Nicholas tale keeps growing
The Associated Press
When it comes to Santa Claus,
Just about every nation has its own
version, according to Country Home
magazine, which traced the origins of
the "jolly old elf ."
Country Home reports that the
Santa legend is based on the life of St.
Nicholas, who was Bishop of Myra in
Asia Minor during the fourth century.
He is said to have helped an impoverished nobleman provide his daughters with dowries by throwing sacks
of gold through the windows. The
gold somehow landed in stockings
that had been hung by the fire to dry.
This made Bishop Nicholas a
legend in his own time.
After his death, gifts were exchanged on Dec. 5, St. Nicholas Day
Eve, to commemorate his generosity.

The Dutch brought Sinterklaas,
their adaptation of St. Nicholas, into
America in the 1600s.
Dressed in long, red ecclesiastical robes, he appeared on St. Nicholas Eve to leave sweets in the children’s wooden shoes.
While various immigrant groups
in America kept their Christmas traditions and their own conceptions of
St. Nicholas, a national image of
Santa emerged in the 19th century.
In 1809, Washington Irving introduced Santa Claus in his "Knickerbocker’s History of New York." His
Santa is a Dutchman with baggy
breeches, a broad -brimmed hat, a
long pipe, and the curious habit of
putting his finger alongside his nose
and winking.
Thirteen years later, Clement
Clark Moore composed "The Visit of

St. Nicholas" as a holiday entertain
ment for his daughter. Moore borrowed some aspects of Santa Claus
from Irving and invented others, including the reindeer team and changing his arrival date to Dec. 24.
Moore depicted Santa as a "jolly
old elf."
The sprightly image was further
confirmed in 1863 when political cartoonist Thomas Nast began his illustrated series of Santa for Harper’s
Weekly.
In the years since, Santa Claus
gradually became cheerier and
rounder and his jacket grew shorter
and redder until he grew into the
grandfatherly figure we know today.

"Uh . . Excuse me, sir,
but that’s a radiator."
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Humorous cards favored
The Associated Press
For Americans, humor gets top
billing over sentiment and religion
when it comes to sending Christmas
cards.
The humor is generally witty but
not sarcastic, said a representative
of the Greeting Card Association, a
Washington -based trade group which
found in a recent consumer altitude
survey that 83 percent of those polled
sent out funny Yuletide cards last
year.
The survey showed that 68 percent of the participants mailed sentimental cards, and 53 percent in-

eluded religious cards among their
greetings last Christmas.
Americans will purchase more
than 2.2 billion cards of all types this
season, according to industry estimates.
"Greeting cards are a barometer
of social trends," said Marianne McDermott, executive vice president of
the association.
"This Christmas, we will be seeing cards that exemplify a number of
trends and current themes as well,
such as new family relationships,
health and athletics, high technology,
and pets and animals," McDermott
said.

PREGNANT?
WE WANT TO HELP MEET
YOUR NEEDS. PLEASE CALL US,
PREGNANCY HOTLINE
294-1238

GIVE YOUR FAVORITE BEER
DRINKER A NEON SIGN
FOR CHRISTMAS!
Q64/
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HERITAGE LIFE FOUNDATION
438 N 3rd St , San Jose
Au Ortwthr.stuout for Altern.itives to Abortion

CALL TODAY

SPECIAL RATES FOR
SJSU STUDENTS!
* Resumes

$5.00 & Up

Word Processed

* Term Papers/Thesis $1.00

& Up

per page

24-Hour Turn-Around/Quality Word Processing
ELITE SECRETARIAL SERVICES

971-7777

(After 4:30 pm)

MONEY

to help you your
Christmas Stockings

A set of music by your
favorite artists every
weekday at 5:00pm only
on 90.7 fm KSJS

BOOKSTORE&
RI SUPPLY

Sell your hooks’ a

ART SUPPLY &
BOOKSTORE

Best prices
throggh
Damber 191n

This Week
Mon: New Order
Wed: The Plimsouls
Fri: Kate Bush

Tues : Violent Femmes

Thurs: Torn Petty &
The Heartbreakers
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(408) 296-0483
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Student Health Services will
have sign-ups from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
today and tomorrow in Health Building, Room 208 for the last CPR class
of the year. The CPR classes will be
held from Ito 5m. Dec. 12 and 19.
For additional information, contact
Oscar Battle at 277-3622.
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day and Thursday from loam to 12
p.m. Afternoon sessions are Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 1 to 3
p.m. For additional information contact Muriel Andrews at 279-4575.

Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold their weekly meeting at 7:15
p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union
Student Council Chambers.

The national honor society of
Alpha Lambda Delta will hold its last
meeting 6 to 8 p.m today in the Stu dent Union Guadalupe Room. For
more information, contact President
Bill Bailor at 224-8957.

Art Gallery shows will be held
Monday through Friday in the Art
Building. A reception will be held tomorrow from 6 to 8 p.m. Featured
artists will be Cynthia Handel, Dayna
Hubenthal, Karen Bulger and Sandra
Fetterman. For additional informalion contact Andy Ostheimer at 2772579.

The A.S. Ad Hoc Committee on
Child Care will hold a meeting at 3:30
p.m. today in the Costanoan Room in
the Student Union. For more informotion, contact Lisa Yost at 374-9983.

The Community Committee for
International Students is offering tutoring sessions in conversational
English Monday through Friday in
Administration Building, Room 222.
Morning sessions are Monday, Tues-

The Sierra Club will hold a pot luck dinner at 7 p.m. tomorrow. For
directions pick up maps at the Stu dent Union information desk. For
more information, contact Debbie at
559-7734.

The Chemistry Department will
host a seminar entitled, "Synthesis of
Short Chain Stationary Supports for
Reverse Phase H.P.L.C." tomorrow
in Duncan Hall, Room 505. For more
information, contact Irene Fairman
at 277-2366.
The Executive Council of Business Students will have an electibn
open to business students at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the A.S. Council Chan hers in the Student Union. For more
information, contact Lisa Johnson at
292-5471.
SJSU Update News will have, a
newscast at 3 p.m. today on channel
54.

LSD beats tobacco, expert says
Erk

SANTA BARBARA (AP) - An
expert on the psychological effects of
cigarette smoking said Thursday
that he believes someone choosing
between tobacco or LSD would be
better advised to try LSD.
"I think there’s absolutely no
question (tobacco is) the prototype of
an addictive drug," Reese T. Jones
said under questioning by attorney
Melvin Belli in a trial over a cigarette-linked $1 million wrongful death
suit.
Jones, a professor at the University of California at San Francisco
who specializes in psycho-pharmacological research, said he has
worked in the area of tobacco research about 25 years.
In numerous cases, he said, ad-
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dicta may give up cocaine, heroin or
alcohol but cling to cigarettes.
"We ask heroin addicts why they
can’t stop smoking and they say,
’Doctor, what kind of sadist are you?
You’re going to ask me to give up my
last pleasure. Besides, 1 can’t give it

said it.
"If you’re talking about an adult,
fully advised of the risks of each, he
would be better advised to use the
LSD than the tobacco," the witness
said.
On redirect questioning he was
asked to explain.
"Keeping in mind the dangers
and facts I know about both," he said,
"someone would be advised to use
LSD wisely - that is intermittently
- rather than to take up smoking."
Weber succeeded in showing that
various editions of the U.S. surgeon
general’s reports have called tobacco
"habituating" but not addictive.
Jones acknowledged that the World
Health Organization takes a similar
position.

Jones was harshly attacked by a
lawyer for R.J. Reynolds, the cornpany defending itself against the suit
by the family of John Mark Galbraith, which seeks to prove Reynolds
cigarettes, including Camel, Winston
and Salem, killed Galbraith, who
died in July 1982 at age 69.
Attorney Robert Weber confronted Jones with his statement in a
deposition concerning LSD and tobacco. Jones acknowledged he had
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HELP WANTED
AMWAY. A borneas opponunity full
or pan time Inclividuels E. couples
for business on your own Local
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297 5216
AMWAY PRODUCTS come to youii
Satisfaction goer/true.d or your
money back Call Mike at 297
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gee mtg. nd, body wrk $800rbo
272.2251 eves Sr wk..
70 VW BUG ExcInt condition rebuilt
emrfin cos
sunroof .
engine
12400,1,0 262 2052

FOR SALE
AIRBRUSH T SHIRTS. We can paint
anything you give us specialising
In cam it trucks Guaranteed setts
lotion 1 query Vreit our studio
or cell 266 1500 RAT
4716 Meridien
Branhen
ELEANOR’S VF 11
’constrt food

RIDER

PLANTFOOD. A
type Pk. loud

Developed by Hydroponic experts
A complete nutritional Defence
Pronto become rnegnificenti, Aft,
cion Violet.

pop

*troth blooms

Cher..

booms
’Galloping
Chucks Frier feeding Incredible
result. (Indoor,
outdoor
end
pient.1 Sp...outer mertookls on
preens. etc Frans 6 Floes will not
drop rev. if foliar fed ImIstett!
Better than 8 I in transplanting
Also plant reIncernetion power."
You cant over do wbh VF 11
and you can’t burn your plantec
Init., Buy this enuring VF 11 at
most grocery chain. and garden
supply rotes Eleanor a of Cern,
Me 710 University Los Gatos
C. 9503014081395 3959
PUTONSit QUALITY COTTON PROD
UCTS Creefe your own livMg
Weeping space wkh our futon. TM
lows
hem. Custom From. II
307 El Peso SOP
Ping Center Seratogs I Carob.
Okra. lbw*

to

know

then ono person needed from time
to time rad runs all ...ter Cell
Don 288 8847 or Mrs Spalding
947 0831

14081371 6811

whh your mall drop or if you nee
one mail boos ere avelleble One
block horn campus
1248 E
Sept. Clare Sr Phone 279 2101

Must

plumbing repairs primarily
but
pointing floor laying etc More

Enroll now, Save your toth eyee
money too For ink:motion

UNITED EXPRESS CHECK CASHING
Co will cash your financial old II
payroll chock s at a low cost
wino hassle. If you’re unhappy

l(Phr

MC

DONALD’. NOW HIRING. Pre
mlurn pay hours fleaible around
school schedule. 25 days. 10 35
hrs rwk Interview. M.F. 34 pm
Confect Kathy or David at 356
3095. 15475 Los Gatos Blvd

NEED CASH" 1500/11000 stuffing
envelopes
Guerantodl
Rush
stamped addressed envelope to
McManus
Enterprises.
Boo
1458/50 SprIngfier Or 97477

TOL EXPWY or call 225 3610
WANT HANDS ON teaching exp.
once. Join s growing preschool
Tsui. Ed programa & environ
root Full time II pan time posi
trona eveil Good benefits, open
ono. 11. wages. E CE req Cell
248 2141

STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF. Need a
place? Have space? SJSU oft cam
pus housing program 277 3998
Fro service

LOST Et FOUND
DESPERATELY SEEKING MY COAT.
LOST 01k ’grey wool coat @805
closroorn,Tower 1314 on Thum
day Nov 21 If found PT.. cell

LIFE IS NOT all homework! Tate time
for yourself 11 meet elligible singles
through
personellsed introduc
non mmice
You
make
the
chokes

Cell CHOICES et

971

SERVICES
BACKACHE) Free examination & trot
tont es pen ot r
r ch project
If you have hod low back pain lot
more than 6 months & era 20S5

RETAIL HELP.. Permenent end tam
OM., Positions sollable Pay mt.

yrs old, plea. call Palmer College
of Chiroprotic West at 14081
244.8907. ext. 7

Corporate scholamhips awarded
We need people right away, Cell
14081275 9885
Monday -Friday.
10 em 3 pm only III Ono Is burro**. be pat.nt and try eget.
An Equal Opportunity Company’
1400 1800/month
EARN
part tiro or 12000 03000/month
fug time with North II Nutrition
products company Call Deep. et
14081984 71131

SALES’

Bauble
hours
SALESPART TIME
Paint F. welloper *tore retell
Starting
p
.....
red
sato a.
$5 hr Cell 288 4800 The Paint
Store 5415 Contd. Ave S J
SECRETARY. Pan tune’ Personeble
sharp & dependable individual with
good phone manner typing & clef
55 25/hr
rot skills Flog. hrs
10 sten Call John at 993 0211
for rappt
STUDENT UNION JOB Assists bidg
mart mechanic PerntIng rec
cement, plumbing Previous*.
desires.*

Apply

Directors

Of

fice. Student Union
SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co ’a
21 perk. 5.000 openings Corn
pieta Information 6500. perk re
pon Weirton Mtn Co. 651 2nd
Ave WN.Kelispoll, Mt 59901
REGISTER WITH THE 8E871 Whether
available for work during the
week weekendspert time/tempo
tary or only during the holiday.
Cell us today for Info...Ion All
Ors and WON hovel. Seal Tempo
rery Service*. 984 1340
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME We
train entholestic eggressive tele
phone salopeople who want to
work God end ar motivated bY
money C. Mr. Green at 971
9733
VIDEO STORE CLERK!, Must have neat
personality
good
ePPeemnre
Apply in person et 1045 E CAPI

BARE IT ALL. Stop ehmIng. waxing.
twee.Mg Let no permantely re
move your unwanted Bak 1111.1, bi
kin& tummy. mousteche. back.
ehouldirre. etc I 15% discount to
student. and foully Call before
Dec 31. 1985 I get your let
e t. et 1 2 price Unwanted heir
diseppears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren. RE. 569.3500, 1645
S Beecom Ave C Heir Today
Gone Tomorrow
COMPLETE

GARDENING SERVICE.
Mow trim, edge. weed. etc Low
monthly rates Free eiltirtiatee Cell
Volley Lawn Care. 371 5933

long recovery Addttlonel Inform*
lion and
confidential consul.
lion ere eyellable et no chirp. 24
HOUR INFORMATION LINE 14061
426 3262 eat 163. or 1 BOO
266 1818
FACULTY STAFF I STUDENTSti Car
ORM message mention*. offering
afternetive health core Arum.
sure therapy Stvedish Tobin full

BUENVENTURA TRAVEL
!!CHRISTMAS VACATION"
RICPSentlego/Bonos Aires
fm $809rt
LimarOurto/BogoterCeracas
.
London/Pane/Rome

In, 1655n
.fm $5590
11SPECIAL 0011

NEW YEAR’S EVE
Complete Tow 01459
91499
Fleets Cemevel
926-9321 or 1415/398-8336

LOWEST INSURANCE RATES. STU
DENT DISCOUNT! Auto II renter,.
low monthly payments No driver
le refused Call Mark Chapman for

NEW TRAVEL INFO!!
NEW YORK
few 1238/r1
HONOLULU kw. h

quote over the phone My phone
number 1814081219.1301
ANXIOUS?

Need

help

with

EURAIL BRITAIL PASSES
Cell any time WORLD SERVICES
866.2442 Tricia/Marian

14081295-6086
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for men
and women Spoial rate with fec
ulty or student I D Privet, & confi
dermal
Weekdeye. evening. &

Ea

&med.. In
Burnes. Perk at
Hwy 101 & N ’efforts*. Sun
nyvale
Bohol..
Center
14081734 3115
PHOTO VIDEO ELECTRONIC SWAP!’
Ivory Sunday from Sem 3pm Clo
ver Holt 99N Bascom Ave . Son
11 00 admission
Sellers
Jose
info 14081 241 7958 Auction
Easy perking food and drink

TYPING
AAA ACCURACY ACCOUNTABILITY
ACHIEVEMENT In typing thae
tope
Try Tony Hillnel
296
2087 Sr 50 per page quick now
.round

available seven days
wok All work gurenteol
ABILITY PLUS WORD PROCESSING
Term papers mom,,. tette.
menuscripts etc Fest turnaround.
reason.. rates Call 261 8813
after 3 pm North San Jose area
ACADEMIC

RESUMES TERM PAPERS thesis ell
typing word processing Prices
very reasonable CO Naar* et

WORD PROCESSING A
CIT.. offer. miol

SPECIALTY
turnaround

professional
letter
quality product guaranteed work
II Student Discount Theses re
ports manual. resumes Std
nOro transcription Editing service
IS disk storage available 8 err. to
pm 7 day./wk Chrystal at 923

270 7243
WEDDING PORTRAITS II MODEL port
folios by no artist Soe the Phi
K appa Alpha 1986 calendar for
sample of my work, than cell John

9461

Rickman at 262.4283
198

, hat $249/rt

LONDON
Inn 1455.
GERMANY
.
hm $589/n
HONGKONG
frm 6689111
Incl hotel

CBESTF ELME? Privets tutoring?
The Math loth... offers math to
torIng, oducatkm. manIners. diagnostic toting. conurbation Call

PHOTO CENTER Orrery I hI
photo developing rush service on
color 5 7’s It prints from slides IS
copy photo. Overnight slid* pro

ACCOMPLISHMENT,
ACCURACY .
ACHIEVEMENT ma acedemk typ
let 10 yre
tvnitudents IBM
cilleeette tranecrIption
seismic

a

Hrly rates ell won. guarenteed
8 30ern 9 non, N San Jose 10
min
from
anmus
Jane 251
5942
AN ANSWER to your Word Proceasing
and Editing needs Specialire on
term papers research projects
manuscripts end resume. Both
students end faculty welcome
Will gladly egoist you with gram
mar and sentence structure For
met En.. robot Northwerern
University dependeble and open
e nc. IAnk only the, you present
HO. cool Wean.
Phone ellersh (Sem 8pm1 at 266

Each
Throe Four
Five
Extra
Days Days Days
Day
$4.15 £14.36 8450 $ 80
$4.85 $5.06 85.20
95
$5.55 85.76 $590 $1 10
$6.25 $6.46 $660 $1 25
4.70

LET A PROFESSIONAL tyee your tem,
papers resumes
cover letters
(Meaty work and reesonable tato
Willow Glen arm 292 8807 free
disk storage

ALTERNATIVES Word
cessingrtronecriptionttyping.

in tech subjects. Cyr* manuals in
cludlng APAS charts .5 graphs
IBM word procesarng Los Gatos
7
South SJ
Call 978 7330
days/wk

pro
24
hour service. 7 days week Pick
upideltwory Student Rates Avell
able 14081294 2974

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL lyp
ing,word proCessing 11 50’pege
Experienced
idouble
speced I
Corm tran
scription avelleble Nor Aimed.
Guar
Expwy
& Brannen. In
enteed quick return on all papers
Wone 264 4504

PROCESS IT WRITE!! Faculty and stu
dents on rely on accurate
ornery productron of resumes, re
port. papers publications manu
scripts correspondence etc Will
ad
in
grommet
punc
Welton For prompt 7 dan re

Fro disk storage

PROCESSING
"CONANT’.
WORD
SERVICE for theses, dissonsrions
terrn papers resumes. etc Top
quality fast & accureta. including
es...co with spelling 1. gram
men Reasonable Wel Cell Debbie
. 1 376 9545
DOWNTOWN LOCATION Lees than 1
mile inn SJSU Last minute eve
nMg work welcomed E.p.nm tYP
Ing/word processing Resoneble
rates Try me I’m just your TYPE.

soon. leave message for Pamela
at 14081275 8153
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. eve.
10 yrs experience all types of Pe
pets Close to campus 11 blockl
325 E
0105

g alibuelnesrpersonel Grammar 8.
moiling insistence C 00000 te tran
scription
Goranteed
professional quality tot accurate
and very competitive ratite Call
Located in
Pam at 247 1681
Sent. Clare mar San Tomes/Mon

3058 Barn Opm IBM are.
about client relater dirount

ADWORKS
ADWORKS
Making Your career thorns come
nu& Cell Adwork, today at 14081
287 8050

Call Pent al 248 5633
and leave memege
TYPING SERVICE!! Professional word
processing. theses moon. Spe
clal rates for SJSU students lac
ully Room*, mail lira 140$1
377.5293 or 14151 493-2200
.14. 2136 Iwokdeysl
TYPING SERV

Student. inetructo;.
Fast. accurste
teas mt. 14081
738 1676 Sunnyvale

TYPING,

TERM PAPERS
THESE,
business
correspondenc,.
err
sumes applications etc 20 years
experience
Jobn
completed
quickly Stadler Somme* Service
2698674

WORD PROCESSING Student pap..
bum.. corresPondoorce WtRos
Glen arm. cell Ilse et 287.5247 .
WORD PROCESSING student repot%
110 pg noon.. theses. II dia
onation Also mall list. trap
scriphon work. repetitive letters
Pc sysmm application eervicat
San Jose wee. Joy..’ 261 1028
Cup rf01/!SV 00000 Andrea 996
3010
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Re
Puns manuals ronlumes letterl.
mailing lists Cell 8 & 6 Office
Servror
14081973 8670
sontible rate,

9388
SUNNYVALE
VALLCO
MARCIE a
word processing. typing Prompi

Advertise
277-3171
P=c=0=4=uxc=o-cnest

Print Your Ad Here
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Print Name

Sernester Rates (MI Issues)
10 14 linPS
5-9 Lines $40 00

$ 55 00

Address

Phone

City & Slat,

Zip

Enclosed is $

Lines

15 Plus Linos S70 00

Phone 277.3175

body cm...a deep harm inn.
grstion session. ay.*. Strictly
nonecrual Call tor arm lifter 3
pm Jenkm Thureton CM P 14081
267 2993
’Latin Flight Mstruction for privets Ir
115!hr no
commerclel ratings
charge for ground time C. Jim et
277 6027
FROM $15 to 1601. POSSIBLE
sem lot Info oPPortunnr
Renton Ct San apse 96123

Send
984

CAN HELP YOUR you nod help kop
ing budget I can eat up budget
Ion you I keep track of Pendl

Circle s Closefeatert

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Announr ements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Services
Lost 6 Found

Stereo

Typing

Dandled OrnO lasissl Maude DITH?OR

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose

California 95192

Deadline

Two

Rea

WORD PROCESSING. Complete ,.on
ice student poem thesis MIMI
ms arm cell Astid at 281 1201 ’

tont paper co protect Resumes for
only $15 Place yOur name on our
employment wierch maleng list
Cell 988 68560.,. Pro
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Proferrional
typing and burn...vices Rea
sonsble rates Call 14081 159

Cali

We rates

SAVE TIME Ba get more out of re Let
us hell/ yOu reeearch Mat impor

avalleble

GET THE GRADES your herd work de
sera. For your typing editing Ba
compoltion need.
when you
went It ’lived right cell WRITE

Ask

RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS
ADWORKS

EXPERIENCED TYPIST! Reports. term
papers. room.. etc Olivetti Nee
Ironic correct.** Editing ...ice
from
IT 50/double
spec. page Neer C... 8, Leigh
Cell 371 5933 eves

10. cell 2B0-

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best per
spot.. Experienced professional
word processtng papers theses.
resumes Specie., in lechniCel.
erientilic
ptowcts
51 50
$2 50 peg. Cell Vicki in 281

286 0250
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all yOur
typing & word procoming nods
Specialising In Ie1w peon re
ports. manuscripts. mown pe
pers. theses. Ht.s resumes le

William St

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST prompt. en
curate dependable $2!dbl space
pegs including editing Seretoge
roe Cell Joan et 741 5880

TERM PAPERS THESES. resumes For
all your typing nods. call Perfect
Imptessmns at 996 3333 Stu
dent
located in Campbell

noweletters-technkal statist
Ruth In 723 3043

page Cell Sue at 993 9280 rm.
’woke..s or teem message Mir
OFFICE

nest accurate Ail formats incl.
ing
APA
Trork
gurentoed
It 5Orpage !double spool. pica
tr.) Coil 720 8835

THE DAISY WHEEL query word pro
ceasing Resumes theses Moons
IMn proposels
bust
nos plane repetotive letters label*

NEED FAST ACCURATE TYPING, De
pond on me for open word pro
ceasing, I con &so assist you with
spelling & grammar
111 50!da

9448

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $3.10 $3.60
4 Lines
$3.80 $4.50
5 Lines $4.50 $5.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

TYPE 14081 972 9430 Ask to,
Barbara Rates by the page hour
0t job

BETTER rides with better paper.
Help with grammar editing Expert

r-

EATING DISORDERS CENTER
The
Rader Instituter/Mk at Santa Clue
Community Hospital I. comp,*
hensive prognan for the successful
treatment of onorola bulimia and
compulsive eating Om worm and
caring approach add
the
medical psychological notritkool
sociel and spiritual "pot. of the
disease which ere *soot* hot life

YOUTH HOSTEL PASSES for travel
worldwide Hotel director.. to
rail & BritRell passes Fast and
helpful service American Youth
Hostels 408/298-0670

money beck Call Mr Lucien et
268 3168.010re pm

MATH

TAHOE.

Sun N Send
Lodge. 8308 N lake Blvd Kings
Beach.
Lk
Tehoe.
Ca
ph
19161546.2515 112 50person
db4 occup. 15 ea eddl Beautiful
motel on Lake Shore. ci TV. hot
tuba next door shuttle to Me
tams min from Northstar

Cleanses .yetern 11 noticeable in
crood orgy 11 vitality No drug
100% natural. Used by medical
prof...ion & professional athlete.
100% otiefection guarenteol or

wrhandicapped men Cali Brian at
298 2308

parlance and kitchen helper. Jape
nese cuisine Apply In person at
Okayama Resieurent. 565A. N
8th St . San Jose

NORTH

LOSE WEIGHT 8. IMPROVE your holth
*sherbet
nutrition
program

NATIONAL GAY/RI contact club for
men ar women Low rates SASE
Dean. P 0 Box 28781. San Jose.
Ca 95159

WOULD LIKE TO find women corn
onion who would be willing roll.

SKI

559 5921

7408

SYMPHONY TICKETS, Free Winter
einsion, Music 10A enrollment 3
unite GE credit In 12 days

TRAVEL

554-0598
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogm
Pb.,!! John Paulson Photography
oft.. oar/vb.* t. groom Om oho
rote -something extreordinery We
offer an elburn them reflects Indlyld
personelitle. end life etyles
Cell John Paulson Photography at

PERSONAL
KEVIN MC GUIRE. Merry Xmas. teddy
S..," Good luck on your finals
Love your secret Santa

II Country Valet. 985 7427

all ...acts of immigration F. ne
onelity Lew office is only
5
min drive from campus For an sp
pointment. call Robert Na et 14081

926 1732

RESTAURANT COOK with broiler

16 25hr No open.. need.
will train Pert tune and Full tinm
arallehle Hours negotiable Eve
rungs end Tokends available

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con
sub with SJSU student. for 30
min. FREE Practice is limited to

HOUSING
RESERVE FOR JANUARY NOW. Huge
2 bd. 2 bath apertment Only
one block from campus Security
bldg & parking. 6 cloots. roe
.
to3r.,...ind.dov.r
ee4,62015er.rn2o,.711. 287

coung Insmnt passport Oros
great service 11. ouerenteed quality
Stevens Crk et Winchester Town

tures. Olence check books Ba
other financial services For more
information call Alan et 978
3648
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Use it to alter your grades.
You just got a C+ in If&
Foreign
Ithiy Vim just got a B in Communicaliims
lac You just got an F+ in Adrancer/Pl/sh:c.

Yule
be
jolly

An F+? Boy, you could use some help.
From a Macintosh’ personal computer.
A Macintosh can help you with your homework. Help you with your tem papers. Help you
with your research projects. And help you
organize your study time and think more clearb

.And at List count, Macintosh could run
hundreds ol software programs to help you
with everOing from linguistics to law.
llisics to philosophy Medicine to Medieval
’File point being, when you bring a
Macintosh home with %al, there’s a
good chance you’ll be bringing
home something else. Better grades.

c rat Ybk,,,,,,o4, ho

.ext

evre.

Students
shopped at the
16th annual
Christmas Faire
that ended
Friday.
Ken Lam
Special to the Daily

Student tells a winning story
By Gloria J. Debowski
Daily staff writer
To Vanita Moore, this year’s Kaucher Contest winner, the Theatre Arts Department award in oral interpretation means more than just $100 she’ll put toward singing
lessons.
"It was a really good feeling to win that contest. It’s a
big step after being out of school 115 years) and working
in different fields," Moore said.
Moore chose to recite "The Bear’s Story," written by
James Whitcomb Riley, at the final competition held last
month.
"I read it to my children, who are nine and 11 years
old, and they loved it," Moore said.
"The Bear’s Story" is a short story, written in the
1800s, about a little boy who went into the woods to hunt a
bear. Moore said. It is told in the dialect of the hill people
of southern Indiana.
Moore’s goal in reciting the story at the Nov.? competition, she said, was to tell the story the way she thinks
Riley would want it told. "You have to be able to take the
story and make it come through you. It’s the story that
counts not the teller," she said.
But oral interpretation, which can be recitation of poetry, prose or dramatic literature, is a communication
skill that relies on voice inflection and body posture to il-

lustrate meaning, said Jon Selover, this year’s Kaucher
fellow. Selover coordinated the contest and is responsible
for promoting oral interpretation on campus, he said.
Being a graduate student in theater arts, Moore has a
strong link with oral interpretation. At 38, she returned to
school to pursue a much loved career in children’s the
ater. Moore had been working in management and sales.
and rearing her two children since graduating from Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind.
"You’re never too old to start a new career. I knee
I’m headed in the right direction," Moore said.
Moore has been working in children’s theater since
she moved to Pleasanton more than two years ago, she
said. She is Director of Community Relations for the Chit
dren’s Theater Workshop there, a touring group that will
be presenting "The Nightingale" at SJSU in April.
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Before taking that position, she toured with that same.
group. She also recently appeared in "Weilly and The
Hairy Man," a children’s production which came out of
SJSU’s Experimental Theater Lab.
Contestants of the Kaucher Contest were judged on
the piece they selected, their understanding of the au
thor’s content, and interpretative skills, Selover said. The
piece had to be recited within a time limit of five to eight
minutes.

Gossett accepts challenges of acting
LOS ANGELES (AP) Oscar
winner Lou Gossett Jr. tells his philosophy as an actor: "I’d rather fail
at something difficult instead of succeeding at something easy."
He was explaining why he undertook the role of Jeriba Shigan in
"Enemy Mine," admittedly his most
difficult task. It’s hard to recall a
tougher assignment for any actor.
Who is Jeriba Shigan? He is a
warrior from Dracon, a planet with
an ancient civilization that combines
a gentle philosophy with a fierce will
to survive. A Drac doesn’t resemble
us earth folks. His face is covered
with reptilian scales, as is the rest of
his body. He speaks in gutteral
sounds, punctuated by gargling
noises.
Oh, yes, there’s something else
about a Drac. He can give birth to a
baby, though he dies in the process.
"How could I resist the challenge
of a cinematic first: a man gives
birth?" says Gossett. (Sorry, Lou,
Billy Crystal already did it in the
comedy "Rabbit Test," directed by
Joan Rivers. )
His greatest challenge was enduring a painful makeup and trying
to deliver a compelling performance
with none of the actor’s normal instruments. Preview reaction indicates that he succeeded incredibly
well. It is a stunning performance,
scary but ultimately quite moving.
"Enemy Mine" has had a
strange history. The 20th Century

WANNA
MAKE
MONEY?

Fox film began filming in April of
1984 with Iceland portraying the hostile planet Pyrine IV. The stars: Gossett and Randy Quaid as the earthman fighter pilot who also crashes on
Pyrine IV. The director: Britisher
Richard Loncraine, best known for
"Brimstone and Treacle" with Sting.
"We spent one month filming in
Iceland, one painful month," Gossett
remembers. "I had to get up at 3 in
the morning for seven and a half
hours of makeup so I could start work
at 10:30. Sometimes I would wait
until 5 and do one closeup. I couldn’t
eat, I couldn’t go to the bathroom. I
was constantly getting dirt in my contact lenses."
The film company was subjected
to fierce weather but managed to
continue. Then, just as filming was to
begin at a volcano location, Fox
pulled the plug. Dissatisfied with
Loncraine’s footage, the company
scrapped sets already built in Budapest and seemed ready to absorb a $9million loss.
Wolfgang Petersen to the rescue.
The German director ("Das Boot,"
"The Never-ending Story") took over

the project. He scrapped the Iceland
footage, substituted the Canary Islands as the hostile planet, shot the
rest of the film at his home base, Bavaria Studio in Munich. The final
cost: $29 million.
"I had a lot of trust in the director," Gossett says. "And I was lucky
to have a month’s preparation in Germany. I worked with a mime, a dance
teacher and an athlete to get the
movements down. Because the contact lenses would slip if I tilted my
head, I had to move laterally: I made
that a part of the character, too.
"For nine hours a day I worked
in a room full of mirrors, like a dance
studio, studying the walks, the expressions, whatever I could devise
under all that makeup."
He reflected: "You have to develop a philosophy about this art or
business, whichever it is. You must
learn to be thick-skinned about rejection, and yet you have to remain
vulnerable, too. Wear too many
masks, and the audience knows when
you’re settling for less or trying too
hard That peeping-tom camera is
too good at picking up lies."

On -Campus
Newspaper Carriers
Needed....
Part-time student assistant positions are now
available to deliver the Spartan Daily for the
remainder of the Fall semester and Spring semester,
1986.
We are now accepting applications, for the
following positions:

ADVERTISE IN
DAILY

277-3171

INVEST IN
YOUR
FUTURE

COME SEE THE APPLE MACINTOSHTm
DEMONSTRATED BY APPLEfi REPS. WITH SOFTWARE
USED BY HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS
AROUND THE WORLD!

MACINTOSH DEMO DAY
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10TH
10:00 am - 2:00 pin
STUDENT UNION MAIN LEVEL
512K Macintosh,
External Disk Drive,
Imagewriter II Printer
$2,195 cash or $101/Month*

512K Macintosh
$1695 cash or $78/Month*
512K Upgrade Kit
$369 cash or $20/Month*

NEW LOWER
PRICES

512K Macintosh,
Imagewriter II Printer
$1895 cash or $87/month*

MON., WED., FRI. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
TUES., THURS. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
MON., FRI. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
THURSDAYS ONLY 10 a.m.-12 noon

*No down payment necessary. Offer Valid Until December 31, 1985
See Spartan Bookstore Computer / Electronics Department For Details
408/277-3043

These postions pay $5.00 per hour. For more
information, call 277-3171 or stop by the Daily
Offices at Dwight Bentel Hall, 2nd Floor, Room 208.
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Open Monday - Thursday 7:1 5am to 7pm, Friday 7:1 5am to 5pm, Saturday lOarn 1<> tluin
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(415) 327-0841.

